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1: Sunset Towersâ„¢ â€“ Los Angeles, California. Downtown office space on the Sunset Strip.
The Strip has 13 ratings and 1 review. ANGEL'S LIE by Melissa de la Cruz is a peek into a world where people will trade
anything for wealth and power.

I decided to read Angels on Sunset Boulevard for the following reasons: It was written by Melissa De La
Cruz. The cover caught my attention. The colors are vibrant and the girl in the cover looks like someone with
a mind of her own, as someone who sets its own guidelines. The first part of the book is slow, it is rather
introductory, you get to know the characters superficially. We see Taj and Johnny as the iconic couple, the
talented musical prodigy and the girl who makes her own style a trend setter accompanying him. She seems
tired of that environment and indifferent to all of it. We also know Nick, the preppy boy who practices sports,
drinks too many energy drinks and who is accompanied by the popular girl at school. All have something in
common, they belong to a social network called TAP. The story continues its slow progress and gradually we
discover that what seems like part of a social life has hidden secret practices similar to those of a cult type
movement where people search for social supremacy. Nick is the character that moves the gears needed to
discover the secrets, is the character who tries to break the social norm governed by this network called TAP.
The Angels Practice, or TAP sought to generate a sense of necessity in the story, the need to be part of an elite
club. The story is slow, but when I reached approximately half of the book, it come out of its lethargy. Events
begin to occur and you see a darker side to the story. Finally I could develop interest on my reading. About the
Book The idea of exclusivity was embellished with ideas of spirituality and freedom when in fact, sought to
enslave and trap. I found interesting the development of the concept of the social network. The human being is
a social being and social networks are a channel to develop different levels of interaction. In this book the
interaction the characters developed in this network becomes detrimental. It also discusses the concept of
ownership of objects to develop a sense of belonging. I feel a bit disappointed with this book. I like what De
La Cruz writes, but this was not a home run. The author used too many fragmented sentences, this makes the
dialog to lose meaning and significance. On the other hand, I liked the images, the pages of the characters, this
gives a better sense of what is TAP and who the characters are and what are their priorities in life. Do I liked
the characters? Taj was a disappointment. I thought it would be the independent character, but she sets trends
just waiting to be followed. She is simply the character that excuses the mundane with spiritual explanations.
Johnny is a character that is forgotten. Nick is the one who questions, so I liked him.
2: Los Angeles Times - We are currently unavailable in your region
The Sunset Strip, a stretch of Sunset Boulevard between Crescent Heights Boulevard and Doheny Drive, is one of L.A.'s
most iconic neighborhoods. It was the setting for counterculture protests in the s, rock and roll decadence in the '70s and
'80s, and it exists today as a showcase for the.

3: Angels on Sunset Boulevard - Melissa de la Cruz
The "Sunset Strip" of West Hollywood's famous Sunset Boulevard is a mile-long section of street between Doheny Drive
and N. Crescent Heights Blvd. Why is it called the strip, you might wonder. It's not because there are strip joints there.

4: Sunset Strip (West Hollywood) - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripAdvisor
Hotels close to Sunset Strip are known for their unbeatable locations and tourist-friendly amenities, and the range of
must-stay hotels lets you customize your vacation to suit your needs. Find a hotel from $ per night.

5: The 6 Best Hotels Near Sunset Strip, Los Angeles, USA â€“ www.enganchecubano.com
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Sunset Strip is a km stretch of Sunset Boulevard that passes through West Hollywood. We drive through it while doing
the Hollywood Movie Star Homes Tour in a 12 seat open car. The tour guide was telling about it.

6: Top Bars & Clubs on the Sunset Strip Â« CBS Los Angeles
The mile strip of Sunset Boulevard is situated in the lively city of West Hollywood and upholds that lively city's reputation
as a nightlife hotspot.

7: Sunset Strip - Wikipedia
The Sunset Strip portion of Sunset Boulevard in West Hollywood has been famous for its active nightlife at least since
the s. Nicknamed the "City of Angels", Los Angeles is a global city.

8: Bel Air | View Official Website | Luxe Sunset Boulevard Hotel
Driving down the legendary Sunset Strip. Cruising along palm trees below a clear blue sky. Passing the famous diner
Mel's Drive-In; the first in LA. On the right hand side we pass Andaz, former.

9: www.enganchecubano.com: Customer reviews: Angels on Sunset Boulevard
Stay on the Sunset Strip at Our Boutique West Hollywood Hotel Andaz West Hollywood embodies the LA lifestyle, from
our rotating art displays to our complimentary wine hour to panoramic views of the Hollywood Hills from one of the
highest rooftop pools in Los Angeles.
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